- **RPIF branch in central Arizona:** One in a global network of 16 RPIFs

- **Planetary image and data archive:**
  - Photographic collections: Lunar Orbiter, Apollo, Mariner 9, Viking, Voyager, Magellan, Galileo
  - Digital collections: Galileo at Jupiter, Mars Express HRSC
  - Unique collections: Terrestrial aerial photographs, lava tube database, Planetary Aeolian Laboratory experiment records
  - Planetary library: Maps, books, and journals

- **Planetary Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Laboratory**

- **Darkroom facility:** Digital, wet print processing and conservation

---

- **Archive planetary images and data**
- **Support ASU faculty, students, and the planetary community in:**
  - Planetary mapping
  - Digital image processing
  - Retrieving & processing digital planetary data
  - Planetary research

---

- **Community outreach**
  - Design and host summer day camp for middle school students
  - Participate in ASU and community outreach events including Earth & Space Exploration Day, Open Door, and more
  - Present public space science talks
  - Produce and distribute planetary posters
  - Design exhibits and displays for outreach events
  - Lead school group tours*

*Please contact us to schedule tours for groups exceeding five people